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The evidently Government-approved fire agency policy of “let fires run in the green areas of 

the map” [the green areas are crown land] has delivered smoky skies and destruction to NE 

NSW for over three months and is today delivering a going Gospers Mt fire of 310,000 ha at 

Gosford’s doorstep. Luckily, the forecast severe weather day did not eventuate. Plenty of heat 

but moderate winds, it seems. Gosford is facing a 20km fire front as close as 10 km upwind, 

with plenty of forest in between. Hopefully, the eastern edge can be secured before the next 

westerly wind threat.  

   

No, I need to adjust that figure. When we add in the 150,000 ha of adjoining fires, it is 

460,000ha, and most of its perimeter appears to be inexorably expanding through the 

droughted forest floor.  

 

The RFS Tweet site gives a good commentary of the expanding fires and the damage they are 

causing. The fire agency policy appears to be - we can’t stop it in the forest, so we will get it 

when it comes out. In the meanwhile, their role is to commentate on its movements and 

doings while in the forest, as if they have no control over it. Meanwhile, they openly hope for 

rain. Based on observable outcomes this Spring, they have played the high-risk strategy of 

fire suppression in crown land forests called “hoping for Nature’s rain”, but so far, Nature’s 

spring drought has won. And we are not yet into the serious part of the fire season.  
 

ABC on line  Fri 6 Dec  

A 60-kilometre fire front is ravaging areas north of Sydney, as more than 100 blazes take hold amid 

deteriorating weather conditions. 

The Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) warned "some fires were too big to put out" and the level of smoke was 

such that it was showing up on its radar as rain. 

NSW Rural Fire Service (RFS) deputy commissioner Rob Rogers said there were "probably more than eight 

fires" in the area north of Sydney that had combined. "They are all in a 60-kilometre stretch that runs from the 

Colo area in the Hawkesbury, north of Sydney, all the way up to near Singleton," he said. "There is just fire that 

whole way." 

A thick blanket of smoke descended on Sydney again on Friday afternoon, with the RFS warning it would last 

into the night and people should limit their exposure. 

 

 

How did the Gospers Mountain fire grow so large? 

The Gospers Mountain fire has been burning since sometime in October. It was 12,000 ha on 

Nov 6, with an uncontained perimeter of over 60km. It has caused significant damage and 

disruption to local residents since then.  

 
ABC on line  Fri 6 Dec  

The Gospers Mountain fire in the Hawkesbury region merged with two fires in the Lower Hunter — the Little L 

Complex blaze and the Paddock Run fire near Singleton. The three fires have burned through more than 300,000 

hectares and destroyed about 10 homes. 

 



The following maps are presented at the same scale to show how it grew organically over the 

following month, how it spawned new spot fires and how they then grew organically. Most of 

the time it was a low intensity fire. I suspect there are few tracks within the forest, meaning 

there was little opportunity to expand the fire size by containment lines.  

 

The yellow line scale shown on some maps is 10km.  

The red outline of the Nov 6 shape is shown on each map for perspective.  

 

     
Nov 6 12,000 ha with a 60+km perimeter.           Nov 11 

 

      
Nov 12     Nov 14 

 

They may have designated the Colo Heights / Putty Road as a control line and may have tried to back 

burn from it. If they did, the fire jumped it on Nov 12 and a southerly wind change later spread the 

fire parallel to it.   

 

   
Nov 18       Nov 19 

 

    
Dec 5         Dec 9  The Gospers Mt fire is 310,000ha, 250km perimeter 

 



  



Why did they let so many forest fires get so large? 

 

Consequences:  this fire season’s toll is unacceptably high  

 

 
 

Let the RFS Tweets tell us why.   

 

 

1 They let the fires run in the forests, ie, on the green areas of the map.   

 

The maps show there is not much unburnt in the green areas [= crown land forest] along the 

fertile coastal strip north of Sydney. There is still a lot of unburnt green south of Sydney, but 

the real summer fire season, the dangerous part in Jan and Feb, has not yet started.  

 

Why do they let the fires run in the green areas? 

This is not sour grapes. People voted in favour of these policies. What we are now seeing are 

the consequences. They might need adjusting to favour the interests of people.  

These highly productive forests once grew valuable commercial assets that were sold for 

good revenue by the State Government. They had commercial value. Forestry managers and 

contractors were committed to keep bushfires out and to stop them when small. We did it 

with dry firefighting.  

Successive governments have driven production forestry out of crown land and converted it 

into understaffed underfunded / National Parks. These forests have no commercial value and 

no local fire fighting force. The RFS, which is designed to protect houses with tankers in non-

forest areas, now has to fight forest fires with its volunteer ranks. I suspect they are like our 

CFA volunteers. They wisely tend to wait till the fire comes out of the bush and then get onto 

it. I do not blame them one bit. Dry firefighting in forests is a specialised trade. It is not fair 

to ask them to do this without proper payment for long hours.   

We have seen the same thing in Victoria, and now our government has just delivered the final 

nail into the forestry coffin. Forests will hold nothing of commercial value any more. Crown 

land forests are now budget drainers. The current $10 B of standing marketable timber cannot 

now be converted to revenue. All forests will soon become understaffed underfunded national 

parks with no commercial value and no local fire fighting force. Our fire services started to 

let summer fires run in crown forests about 15 years ago, when we clocked up two fire 

seasons with over 1 million ha of burnt area.  



 

 

 

 

 From “Fires near me” website, Dec 9  

 

So now the fires run in the dry forest just as Nature intended. They keep running at night. 

They get so big they become unstoppable and every so often we get a bad weather day, and 

out they come into a settlement or a town that has not been pre-prepared. But Nature, who 

also gave people brains to figure her laws out, must be astonished at what people do to 

themselves, let alone the koalas and the Wollemi pines.  

Not a good recipe for public care in a first world country. We have turned the clock back to 

the Dark Ages if anyone in government ever thinks about it. Time for people to brush up on 

self-defence and wonder why we need an expensive fire service who delivers these outcomes.     

 



2 Burning out to containment lines  

      
 

“A lot of the fires burning in NSW require broad containment options due to the large and 

remote locations they are burning in”.   

This means burning out from containment lines that are well away from the fire edge and 

then burning out within the gap.  

 

Why is this a problem? 

Burning out is standard dry firefighting forest fire suppression practice but there are rules and 

principles for best practice. Eg,  

• In settled areas or during the early and middle part of the season, we would keep the 

containment line close to the fire edge. In remote areas or late in the season or where 

smoke pollution wasn’t a problem, we might use more distant tracks as containment 

lines.  

• We must make sure we have adequate resources over the next few weeks to 

thoroughly black it out containment lines and patrol them diligently so they do not 

escape.   

• We would get the permission of the land manager to make sure that damage to assets 

is avoided or damage to flora and fauna or other environmental values is minimised 

• We would have a wary eye on the forecast because fresh burns in forest in a drought 

produce many hot spots that need more intense watching. This means extra 

resourcing. If bad weather is due we must gear up with extra resources to detect hot 

spots and spot overs and with resources to stop escapes.  

• We would be accountable for impacts of smoke to locals and downwind populations  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

3 Numbers on the line are inadequate to black out and patrol containment lines  

 

      
 

Calculations 1,750 firefighters spread over 6,000 km of active perimeter = less than 1/3 

person per active km  

For planning purposes, a fresh burn in drought conditions would require 5 tankers to blackout 

each km in a day and we would need at least a tanker or two to patrol each km for the 

following week, more if severe weather comes.   

 
ABC on line  Dec 6 

The RFS said on Friday afternoon there were more than 100 fires burning around the state. 

More than 2,800 firefighters are at work in conditions the RFS described as "challenging" due to high 

temperatures and strong winds.  

 

This is an average of 28 per fire.   

 

 

4 Numbers on the line are inadequate for house protection   
ABC on line  Dec 6  

The RFS' Leanne Bell said triple zero calls for help from people in isolated areas affected by the Little L 

Complex bushfire would go unanswered. 

"If you are in an isolated area we just do not have the resources to get to you, and the safest thing for you to do 

is leave and leave now," she said. 

Ms Bell said there were not enough RFS crews to go around. 

"We estimate there are 100 properties directly under threat from this fire and we have 11 appliances in the area," 

she said. 

 

Leanne is saying that if you rely on fire agency to save you, get out now.  

 

By contrast, some people are realising that to save their house, they can and must be self-

reliant:   

 



Photo: Rod Meggs puts out 

spot fires on his property in Kulnura, on the Central Coast. (AAP: Dan Himbrechts)  

 
 

Photo: Glenys Dowling 

decided to stay and fight the flames at her Oakdale property. (ABC News: Selby Stewart)  

 

Oakdale resident Glenys Dowling said she would stay and defend her home 

"I'm not leaving, this is my family home and I've lived here too long to go," Ms Dowling 

said.  

"I know what to do and how to defend myself and that's the way it is. 

"I've cleared the roof, mowed the lawn and I'm not going anywhere," she said.  

 

 

The Green Wattle Creek fire, was one of seven the RFS issued emergency warnings for 

Thursday afternoon. 

Local Scott Bruce lives in the area and stayed to protect his home.  

Sprinklers surrounded his house, two trailers held water pumps and a generator back-up was 

on standby to help pump water from his home's tank. 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-12-06/homeowner-puts-out-spot-fires-in-kulnara-1/11775192
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-12-06/homeowner-puts-out-spot-fires-in-kulnara-1/11775192
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-12-05/oakdale-resident-1/11771024
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-12-05/oakdale-resident-1/11771024
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-12-06/homeowner-puts-out-spot-fires-in-kulnara-1/11775192
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-12-05/oakdale-resident-1/11771024


Photo: Scott Bruce stayed 

behind to protect his home and property from the Wattle Creek fire. (ABC News)  

 

Mr Bruce said goodbye to his wife and children who left for safer ground.  

He said he watched the blaze jump a nearby valley, but it wasn't the moving flames that 

worried him most. 

"It's not so bad when you see the glow," Mr Bruce said.  

"It's when those embers start dropping that you wonder where a spot might start."  

 

Photo: Embers rain down from 

the Three Mile Creek fire on Thursday. (ABC News: Kathleen Calderwood)  

 

 

Comment These are not Black Saturday fire conditions, but these self-defence attitudes 

and activities work in Black Saturday conditions provided site preparations are adequate.  

 

 

Discussion  

Similar let-it-burn policies have returned in the green map areas of Victoria over the last 20 

years, also resulting in large annual areas of burnt forest. Now that our forests have no 

commercial value, these policies will intensify, I suspect. They mimic the policies at play 

during first hundred years of Victoria’s colonial history [http://www.redeagle.com.au/books/] 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-12-06/scott-bruce-resident-wattle-creek-1/11772620
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-12-06/scott-bruce-resident-wattle-creek-1/11772620
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-12-06/three-mile-creek-embers-1/11773222
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-12-06/three-mile-creek-embers-1/11773222
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-12-06/scott-bruce-resident-wattle-creek-1/11772620
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-12-06/three-mile-creek-embers-1/11773222


During those days, there was no government policy to extinguish fires in the bush. Summer 

skies were commonly smoke-filled. But country people were attuned to self-defend when 

winds pushed a fire towards them. They did it well, even with the limited resources of the 

day. The most effective Stretton reform of 1945 was to halt the start and spread of fires in the 

bush, but people continued to self-defend by habit for a couple of decades at least.  

 

When the fire agencies centralised their volunteer ranks and their virtual message of - trust us 

to protect you - developed, the will and skills for self-defence fell away. Yet Victoria remains 

the undisputed home of the worst bushfire disasters in Australia. Why? Population expansion 

into partially forested areas that dry out every summer which typically features one or two 

severe fire weather days per fortnight. Government regards bushfires and subsequent damage 

as inevitable in these areas and tries to discourage people living there. Their diagnosis of the 

cause of disasters is insufficient suppression resources and their treatment is more aerial 

water appliances and evacuation. By contrast, I regard the bushfire menace as preventable to 

the point of elimination. My diagnosis of the cause is mass ember attack on unprepared 

neighbourhoods. My treatment is - prepare neighbourhoods properly and empower people to 

conduct self-defence in safety against ubiquitous spot fires while small, and then target ember 

source areas and reduce / eliminate spotting.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


